The McGovern Historical Center (MHC) at the Texas Medical Center Library preserves and provides access to the historical collections and rare materials of the Texas Medical Center’s (TMC) institutions, faculty, and staff.

The images selected for this coloring book come from *The Heart Bulletin*. Based in Houston, the magazine was published by the Medical Arts Publishing Foundation. The McGovern Historical Center is home to the Foundation’s archives, including an extensive collection of original artwork created for its publications.

For more information about the collection, see archives.library.tmc.edu/ic-094.
The Heart Bulletin vol.4 no.5 (1955: September/October). Illustration, p. 95: “Physiology and Pathology of the Heart” drawings of figure drinking IC 094
Medical Arts Publishing Foundation records, McGovern Historical Center, Texas Medical Center Library. https://archives.library.tmc.edu/gi203694738

For more coloring pages, visit ColorOurCollections.org
Illustration, p. 89: “Surgical Treatment in Myocardial Infarction.”

For more coloring pages, visit ColorOurCollections.org
AN OSCILLATING BED HELPS COLLATERAL CIRCULATION TO DEVELOP AFTER ARTERIAL OCCLUSION.
This image is from the collection of The TMC Library McGovern Historical Center.

The Heart Bulletin vol.10 no.6 (1961: November/December). Illustration, p. 102: “CPR” drawing. IC 094 Medical Arts Publishing Foundation records, McGovern Historical Center, Texas Medical Center Library. https://archives.library.tmc.edu/gi203694789

For more coloring pages, visit ColorOurCollections.org
The Heart Bulletin vol. 8 no. 4 (1959: July/August). Illustration, p. 74: “Heart and lungs” drawing IC 094 Medical Arts Publishing Foundation records, McGovern Historical Center, Texas Medical Center Library. [https://archives.library.tmc.edu/gi203694781](https://archives.library.tmc.edu/gi203694781)
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This image is from the collection of The Heart Bulletin vol. 7 no. 3 (1958: May/June). Illustration, p. 59: “Man in chair eating” drawing. IC 094 Medical Arts Publishing Foundation records, McGovern Historical Center, Texas Medical Center Library. [Link](https://archives.library.tmc.edu/gi203694776)
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"Pregnant Women and scales" drawing IC 094 Medical Arts Publishing Foundation records, McGovern Historical Center, Texas Medical Center Library. [https://archives.library.tmc.edu/gi203694741](https://archives.library.tmc.edu/gi203694741)
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"Pregnant Women and scales" drawing IC 094
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The Heart Bulletin vol.7 no.4 (1958: July/August). Illustration, p. 65: “Speech Rehabilitation in Aphasia” drawing of two men facing a mirror IC 094 Medical Arts Publishing Foundation records, McGovern Historical Center, Texas Medical Center Library. https://archives.library.tmc.edu/gi203694777

For more coloring pages, visit ColorOurCollections.org
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Black - actual size - see Heart 4:6